part exchange & assisted move

MOVING MADE SIMPLE

A fully managed priority service for all developer clients

part exchange & assisted move

THE SPICERHAART GROUP
Spicerhaart operates one of the largest
independent estate agency groups in
Europe, combining the strength of haart,
Darlows, Felicity J Lord, Haybrook and
Chewton Rose.
Millions of pounds have been invested
in technology, supported by extensive
training of our workforce, to streamline and
integrate all our operations. It has made us
one of the most successful and profitable
independent companies in the country.
We value over a quarter of a million
residential properties each year and
arrange more than £2.5 billion of mortgages
via ‘just mortgages’ which makes us one
of the biggest mortgage brokers in the UK.
Our annual turnover forecast is in excess
of £100 million We employ around 2,000
people in more than 200 offices, offering
an extensive range of services through our
diverse group of companies which include
many well known High Street names.

250k residential
properties values

2,000
people

£2.5bn arranged
mortgages

£100m
annual turnover

200
offices
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SPICERHAART PART EXCHANGE & ASSISTED MOVE
Our part exchange and assisted move
specialist divisions operate from offices in
Sheffield and Blackpool and act for builders
and developers across the whole of the UK.
Our teams provide a comprehensive range of
services designed specifically for builders and
developers covering part exchange appraisal
and disposal, assisted move transactions and
offer a ground breaking funded part exchange
proposition. Our teams are highly trained and
understand the importance to your business of
fast, accurate turnaround of appraisals, valuation
recommendations, updates, offers along
with any other information required. The Part
Exchange & Assisted Move teams have a wealth
of experience and proven track record and are
used to acting for clients both large and small.

An in depth knowledge of the residential market
means that we are able to provide valuable
support, flexibility and assistance to our clients.
Operating our own extensive network of estate
agency branches means that we are able to
provide a cost effective and fast turnaround
solution in most locations. We can however
cover all parts of the UK using our independent
estate agency partners ensuring only the best
agents are instructed or a combination of both
where multiple agency is a clients preference.
All instructions are treated as a priority corporate
instruction from start to finish and reporting is
tailored to fit with your reporting needs. Whatever
your requirements be it a simple appraisal or
complete end to end solution we can help.

Our Sheffield office is led by National Sales
Manager Jan Biggins who has over 30 years
experience within the property and new homes
market. Spicerhaart Part Exchange & Assisted
Move is overseen by Business Development
Director Neil Knight who himself has been
working in the property sector for more than 35
years.
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IN HOUSE AND FUNDED PART EXCHANGE
The key to unlocking your true
sales potential. Part exchange
remains an attractive option
for many customers looking to
move to a new home. There
are many advantages including
certainty, less stress and worry
over the selling of their home,
a simplified moving process
and not least, no estate agency
fees! For clients operating their

BENEFITS

own ‘in house’ part exchange
scheme we can provide
appraisals, comparables
and other information within
a short space of time giving
you the confidence to buy in
at the right price. We will then
manage the sale from start to
finish using our group offices
or independent agents where
required.

No Estate
Agency fee’s

Quick transaction
time scales

No chain
breakages

FUNDED PART EXCHANGE
For those occasions when an
interested parties property
doesn’t fit a clients criteria or
for those developers that don’t
operate an in house scheme
our funded part exchange
service is ideal. There are
a number of benefits to our
proposition including quick
transaction timescales, no
sales chains breaking, no need
to tie up valuable capital, better
cash flow and of course the
ability to capture a much wider
piece of the market appealing
to those potential buyers with a
property to sell.. Our objective
is to structure part exchange
deals that work for you.
Unlike other part exchange
Companies, we work with a

number of specialist, cash rich
buyers ensuring that we are
always in a position to facilitate
the purchase of any property at
any value.
Even those with structural
or other problems can be
considered. We work closely
with our clients to ensure a
seamless sales process when
introducing part exchange as
an option. We pride ourselves
on the speed with which we
will handle your enquiries
and provide you with an
offer. Contracts are usually
exchanged within 28 days with
completion dates agreed to fit
with your timescales.

No need to
tie up capital

Cash flow

W.W.W

Wide
marketing appeal

HOW IT WORKS

The developer introduces
the benefits of the part
exchange scheme to the
potential new home buyer
and asks Part Exchange &
Assisted Move to provide
an offer to purchase their
existing property.

The Part Exchange &
Assisted Move team make
contact with the seller
either direct or via the
developer and arrange for
two independent estate
agents valuations to be
carried out.

These agents are selected
using specialist agency
selection software to
ensure that they are
market leaders in the area.

The Part Exchange &
Assisted Move team will
undertake their own market
research and together with
the estate agents detailed
appraisals, will then provide
a summary valuation report
to the developer.

Once the summary report
is received, cash offer to
purchase will then follow
within 48 business hours.

If accepted, an RICS
survey is carried out and
provided no undisclosed
issues arise solicitors are
instructed to proceed with
the purchase.

The developer discusses
the level of the offer with
the potential new home
buyer together with any
incentives they may wish
to offer.

All offers are based
on these independent
valuations which reflect a
realistic asking price.
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ASSISTED MOVE
As an addition or alternative incentive to funded part exchange, Part Exchange & Assisted Move has
created their ground breaking assisted move service. Assisted move provides the developer with
the confidence of knowing that any interested new homes buyers related sale is in safe hands and
being marketed at the right price and by the right agents. Occasionally, a funded part exchange
offer to purchase will not meet your sellers’ expectations and that’s where assisted move really
comes into its own.

W.W.W

Essentially, we deal with the sale as we would
a corporate instruction. In short, the developer
and their seller benefit from an established
and professional asset management service
– something not generally available when
disposing of individual properties!

That means that we instruct the two best placed
agents to offer the property for sale, advise on
realistic marketing prices, ensure full exposure
across leading portals, obtain and report on
viewings and viewing feedback and keep the
seller fully updated on progress whilst keeping
the developer up to date at the same time.

Once an offer is received, we will discuss this with
the seller, qualify all offers to ensure that they are
proceedable and once accepted, progress the sale
through to exchange and completion.

The assisted move scheme leaves the developer safe in the knowledge that the property is being
marketed to its fullest extent by the best agents and therefore has the best possible chance of
selling. Our team are highly trained and used to liaising direct with the seller whilst understanding
the importance of keeping the developer advised with regard to progress. The assisted move
proposition is best promoted and appeals most on the basis of no agency fees which would be
paid by the developer on completion. We are however able to offer schemes where for example a
contribution or “cap” to the fee can be offered.

HOW IT WORKS

W.W.W

The developer introduces
the benefits of the assisted
move scheme to the
potential new home buyer
and asks Part Exchange &
Assisted Move to provide
advice on the correct
marketing price for their
existing property.

The Part Exchange & Assisted Move
team make contact with the seller
either direct or via the developer and
arrange for two independent estate
agents valuations to be carried out.

The seller is then kept fully
appraised of progress made
with any recommendations
for price reductions or other
marketing recommendations
discussed on a regular basis.

If the seller wishes to
proceed, the developer
instructs Part Exchange
& Assisted Move who
liaise direct with the seller
and instruct the agents to
commence marketing.

These agents are selected using
specialist agency selection software in
exactly the same way as is used for the
funded part exchange proposition.

The Part Exchange & Assisted
Move team confirm to the
developer the suitability of the
property for the scheme and offer
advice with regard to a realistic
asking price.

The Part Exchange & Assisted
Move team progress the sale
from start to finish ensuring that
the developer is updated as key
milestones are reached.

The team also ensure that any
timescales agreed are adhered to.

The developer covers the cost (or part
cost) of Part Exchange & Assisted
Moves fees after completion and Part
Exchange & Assisted Move disburse
the successful estate agents fees.
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JUST MORTGAGES NEW BUILD DIVISION
Our Pedigree
Just Mortgages New Build specialise in
arranging and processing of mortgages for
residential developments throughout the UK.
We truly understand the delivery timescales and
wider requirements of corporate developer and
house builder clients.
Just Mortgages New Build has vast experience
and an excellent track record in choosing the
right mortgage lender for each individual case,
updating both purchaser and client every step of
the way from reservation to financial completion.

Our New Build Specialists
Every one of our mortgage consultants, over
and above being qualified under the Financial
Conduct Authority, receives specialist training
before offering prospective purchasers ‘new
build’ mortgage advice.
Our ‘new build’ consultants are available 7 days
a week for both purchasers and developer
customers clients, ensuring that we qualify all
potential purchasers at the earliest opportunity
and provide timely answers to client’s questions
or queries.
Our New Build Specialists are also totally flexible
and can arrange to meet purchasers in their
own home, one of our local offices or on site,
whichever is most convenient.

Our Offering
Over and above being New Build Specialists, we
offer mortgages from a comprehensive panel of
lenders and we are appointed representatives of
Openwork Ltd one of the UK’s largest financial
advice networks.
We also have access to exclusive and semiexclusive mortgage deals not available through
high street lender outlets.
Based at our head office, our New Build
Mortgage Support Centre provides further
support to our mortgage consultants based out
in the field.
The Support Centre supports the developer,
customer and consultant through the whole
process.
This enables us to keep strict control over any
mortgage application, ensuring exchange
deadline compliance, once an application is
approved.

Specialist Support
As well as arranging the mortgage, Just
Mortgages New Build can provide clients with
marketing support through our in-house creative
and print departments.
We can highlight exclusive mortgage deals
and incentives available at any given time,
produce high quality literature honed to attract
an identified market segment and help maximise
sales of suitable products.
We can also arrange off plan pre-release
valuations through staff surveyors* of many
of the lenders we deal with. As a client, you
will receive both weekly and monthly reports
summarising all activity on each and every site.
We can also assist in mortgage knowledge or
sales training for site staff, helping to improve
customer satisfaction, produce more mortgage
appointment referrals, increase reservations and
provide swifter exchanges as a result.

Furthermore, should one of our consultants fall
ill or not be able to make an urgent appointment
for whatever reason, our New Build Mortgage
Support Centre effectively provides a ‘safety net’
and can run through the qualification process
over the phone, if need be.
YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.
Spicerhaart introduce to Just Mortgages which is a trading name of Just Mortgages Direct Ltd which is an appointed representative of
Openwork Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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For further information on any aspect of our services
or to arrange a meeting without obligation please contact:

Neil Knight
Business Development Director
T: 01452 762789
M: 07866 386930
E: neil.knight@spicerhaart.co.uk

Jan Biggins
National Sales Manager
T: 0114 245 2471
E: jan.biggins@spicerhaart.co.uk
Skyways,
Amy Johnson Way,
Blackpool,
Lancashire FY4 3RS

4 Loundside,
Chapeltown,
Sheffield
S35 2UP

www.spicerhaartpx.co.uk
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